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In these unusually trying times when students, faculty, administration and citizens feel thwarted in trying to achieve their goals, the activities of the Popular Culture Association, and the thrust of the various activities in Popular Culture on the many campuses represented on this program, are meritorious. There is a drive here toward what seems to me are worthwhile new dimensions in education on both the undergraduate and the graduate levels. The key to this new thrust is not so much the cliched word relevancy, though it is still a worthwhile term, as sensitivity—an awareness of the needs and hopes of education in the broadest sense—and humaneness in a world that is becoming increasingly dehumanized, with the resulting frustration, anxiety, even terror that stalk the world today.

As observers—academic and non-academic—increasingly are commenting, much of the chaos on campuses results from lack of communication. When people understand the goals of the movement in Popular Culture resistance will largely melt away. It is becoming increasingly manifest that the goals of the PCA, as revealed in this program, are to bridge gaps, to bring about new understandings on one plane (between students and their world off campus) and on another plane among students, faculty, administrators.

As President of one of the sponsoring schools, I look upon this first national meeting of the Popular Culture Association with great enthusiasm and hope.

Hollis A. Moore, Jr. President
Bowling Green University

Kellogg Center, Michigan State University, April 8-10, 1971

PROGRAM
Thursday, April 8

2:00 REGISTRATION

3:00 KEYNOTE ADDRESS Lincoln A. “Growth of an Idea: from Novel to Film” David Madden (Writer-in Residence, LSU)

4:00 EXHIBITS, TOURS, COCKTAILS & GOOD FELLOWSHIP

8:00 Auditorium TIME OUT FOR MAN—THE NATIONAL HUMANITIES SERIES
“The Jet Age Chautauqua” Marty Krasney, assistant to the Director (Princeton)

8:45 Program - Auditorium “The Popular Musician and His Craft: Music and Commentary” Maury Crane and the New Michigan Jazz Group

Friday, April 9

9:00

Auditorium
Chairman: John Appel (Michigan State University)
“The Rise and Fall of the Harlem Renaissance: From Garvey to Hughes” Anna T. Robinson (University of Wisconsin)
“The Making of an American Jew: From Abraham Cahan to Clifford Odets” Daniel Walden (Penn State University)

CURRICULUM AND POPULAR CULTURE Lincoln A. Chairman: Edward Dodson (Governors State University)
“Toward A Philosophy of Popular Culture Curriculum” Edward Dodson (Governors State University)
“Introductory Popular Culture Program in the Traditional Curriculum” John M. Solenstein (Mankato State College)
CULTURAL HISTORY  Lincoln A
Chairman: Milton Plesur (SUNY at Buffalo)
“The Historian as Humanist” Archie Jones (Fort Lewis College)
“John Taylor and Jacobean Popular Culture” Frederick O. Waage
(Northwestern University)
“John Clark Ridpath and Popular History-Neglected and Forgotten”
Louis C. Smith (University of Illinois)
“The Uses of Popular Culture in Nineteenth Century Marxism”
William H. Cohn (Hillel Academy)

THE VISION AND ART OF THE EDITORIAL CARTOON
Room 106
Chairman: H. James Clark (University of Wisconsin)
Panelists: Bill Sanders (Milwaukee Journal)
John Fischetti (Chicago Daily News)
Russ Myers (Creator of “Boom-Hilda”)

THE UNDERGROUND ASPECTS OF POPULAR CULTURE
Room 101
Chairman: John L. Cotter (University of Penn. and National Park
Service)
“An Archeological View of Popular Usage at Michilimackouac”
Dave Armour (Dept. of Natural Resources)
“Popular Culture in a Frontier Garrison” Gene Peterson (Dept. of
National Resources)
“Care and Analysis of Historic Sites and Artifacts” Lyle Stone
(Dept. of Natural Resources)
“The Artifact and the Archeological Dig” George Miller and Arnold
Pilling (Wayne State University)
“Techniques of Cultural Analysis in an Archeological Site” Charles
Cleland (Wayne State University Museum)

THE ROLE OF THE MOTION PICTURE AS A SOCIALIZING
AGENT  Lincoln A
Chairman: Garth Jowett (University of Penn.)
“The Film as Social and Intellectual History” Stuart Samuels
(University of Penn.)
“Movies and Society” Ian Jarvie (University of Penn.)
POPULAR MUSIC Auditorium
Chairman: R. Serge Denisoff (Bowling Green University)
“From Swing to Bop” Robert D. Ilisevich (Alliance College)
“The Lingering South: Country Music in an Urban Society” Bill C. Malone (Wisconsin State University)
“The Old Religion’s Better After All: Country Music as Reaction to Change in American Society” Jens Lund (Bowling Green U.)
“Rock and Roll: Right Wing of the Woodstock Nation” John van Deusen (University of Massachusetts)

POPULAR CULTURE AND RADICAL TEACHING Workshop–Lincoln A
Chairman: George R. Adams (Wisconsin State University)
Co-chairman: William Reichert (Bowling Green University)

GENERAL Lincoln B Chmn: James Martin (BGU)
“Paul Goodman: The Asphyxiation of Alienation” Robert Schmuhl (Indiana University)
“Walt Disney’s Wonderful World of Mythology” Margaret King (Bowling Green University)
“American Mentality A La Disneyland” Spencer Bennett (CRU)

PULP FICTION Room 101
Chairman: Frederick S. Cook (Jackson, Michigan)
“The Rise of Pulp Magazines 1920’s, 1930’s” Frederick S. Cook
“General Fiction Magazines: Argosy in particular” Lynn Hickman
“Weird Fiction Magazines: Weird Tales in particular” Peter Maurer

BOOKS AND PHOTOS Room 106
Chairman: Robert White (York University)
“Southern Places and Faces of the 1930’s” Robert White (York U)
“Evans and Agee’s Let Us Now Praise Famous Men” Rick Warch (Yale University)
“Wright Morris’ God’s Country and My People” Don Summerhayes (York University)

1:30

UNDERGROUND CULTURE Auditorium
Sachem: “Is the Underground...?” Warren French (IUPUI)
Shamen: “Underground Press” Mark Lapping (SUNY at Oswego)
“Underground Theatre” Donald Pease (U. of Chicago)
“Underground Film” H. Wayne Schuth (Ohio State U.)
Wizard: “The Underground is...” Marc Rosenberg (U. of Penn.)

RELIGION AS A CULTURAL PHENOMENON IN AMERICA
Lincoln A Chairman: Carl Bode (University of Maryland)
“American Culture and the Religious: A Study in Socialization” Barbara M. Sullivan (Sacred Heart College)
“RIOT: Religion in Our Time” W. J. McCutcheon (Beloit College)
“Benjamin L. Whorf: Transcendental Linguist” Peter C. Rollins (Harvard University)
“Big Massa: The Psychology of Slave Religion” Keith A. Winsell (IUPUI)
“United States Influence on Chilean Religious Movements” Peter J. Sehlinger (IUPUI)

POPULAR LITERATURE Lincoln B Chmn: Michael Marsden (BGU)
“American Popular Novels of Slum Life, 1890-1910” Charles Shee (Michigan State University)
“Changing Attitudes Towards Class and Money in American Best Selling Novels, 1914-1945” Sue Ellery (Towson State College)
“Crime and Culture in Mrs. Rinehart’s Fiction” Arnold R. Hoffman (Adrian College)
“An Analysis of Some Late Nineteenth-Century Children’s Periodical Fiction” R. Gordon Kelly (U. of Penn.)
“Popular Literature and American Imperialism” Perry Gianokos (Michigan State University)

SCIENCE FICTION AND/OR FANTASY Room 101
Chairman: Tom Claeson (Wooster College)
“The Bibliography of Science Fiction” Tom Claeson (Wooster College)
“Science Fiction Comes to College” Jack Williamson (Eastern New Mexico University)
"The Relationship between Professional Writers and the Academy" Gordon Dickson (President, S.F.W.A.)
"Six Reasons Why Tolkien should not be Popular Culture" Gerard O'Connor (Lowell Technological Institute)

LECTURE AND SOUND TRACK CLIPS Room 106
"The Popularization of American Literary Works in Films" Herbert Bergman (Michigan State University)

2:30

FOLKLORE Auditorium
Chairman: Henry Glassie (Indiana University)
"Folk Culture of the Hell's Angels" Michael Owen Jones (UCLA)
"Folk Culture and Professional Wrestling" John Gutowski (IU)
"Folklore in Black Novels" William Wiggins (IU)
"Modern Blues" Barry Lee Pearson (IU)
"Syncopated Slander: the 'Coon Songs' 1890-1900" W. K. McNeil (Indiana University)
"Folklore's Use in Contemporary American Indian Programs" John Brits (Indiana University)

COUNTER CULTURE Lincoln A
Chairman: Roy R. Wortman (Ohio State University)
"How Popular is the Counter Culture in Kingsville, Texas?" Harry Russell Huebel (Texas A&M University)
"Do We Have a Drug Culture?" Richard Powers (U. of Mass.)
"Consciousness IV: The Counter Culture's New Morning?" Jerry Griswold (University of Connecticut)
"Quest for a New Order: Ferment in Collegiate Culture, 1921-1929" Mollie C. Davis (W. Georgia College)

MARK TWAIN AND POPULAR CULTURE Lincoln B
Chairman: Tom Towers (Wisconsin State University, Whitewater)
"The Prince and the Pauper or Popular Fiction" Roger Saloman (Case Western Reserve)
"The Mark Twain Persona: Contribution to the Popular Novel" Jan Cohn (Carnegie-Mellon)
"Mark Twain: High Art, Popular Artist" Paul Baender (U. of Iowa)
"Mark Twain: American Innocent" Howard Baetzhold (Butler U.)

POPULAR IMAGES OF THE CITY Room 106
Co-chairman: Park Dixon Goist (Case Western Reserve) "The Automobile and the Blending of Urban and Rural Imagery"
Co-chairman: James M. Hughes (Wright State University) "A Tale of Two Games: An Image of the City"
"The City as Club: Edith Wharton's New York" James Gleason (Wright State University)
"Individualism, Community and Alienation: The American City in Recent Films" Orley Holton (Slippery Rock State College)
"Dreiser's Mystical City in Sister Carrie" Lawrence Hussman (Wright State University)

TELEVISION: RESHAPING THE MIND—OR THE MYTH Rm. 101
Chairman: Horace Newcomb (Saginaw Valley College)
"The Sound/Genre: Country Music on Television" John Scott Colley (Vanderbilt University)
"Kaptain Kronkite: The Myth of the Eternal Flame" Curt McCray (Saginaw Valley College)

3:30

SOCIOLOGY AND POPULAR CULTURE Auditorium
Chairman: R. Serge Denisoff (Bowling Green University)
"Contributions of Certain Sociological Theorists to the Study of Films" Jerry Lewis (Kent State University)
"The Current Status of the Sociology of Literature" Michael Gordon (University of Connecticut)
"Notes on Some Neglected Research in the Sociology of Art" David F. Gillespie (California State College at Los Angeles)
"Today Woodstock, Tomorrow The World: The Rock Festival Phenomenon" Richard A. Peterson (Vanderbilt University)

POPULAR CULTURE INTERNATIONAL Lincoln B
Chairman: Edward Harris (University of Cincinnati)
"Peter Handke: The Discovery of the Mundane" Joseph Scott (Columbia College)
"Influences of American English on German Periodical Advertising" Thomas Freeman (Columbia College)
“Spanish Scholarly Study of the American Popular Culture: The Comic Book” J. Eduard Mira (Bowling Green University)

THE MUSICAL SCENE: THE TERRITORY AHEAD Lincoln A
Chairman: Peter Nye (Eastern Michigan University)
Panelists: Bud Spangler, Program Director (WDET-FM, Detroit)
Ron English, Guitarist (The Musical Orgone, Detroit)
Charles Moore, Trumpet (The Contemporary Jazz Quartet, Detroit)
Kenny Cox, Music Critic and Commentator (WDET-Detroit)
Herb Boyd, Writer (Strata Music Corp., Detroit)

POPULAR CULTURE IN THE AMERICAN CIVILIZATION PROGRAM Lincoln B
Chairman: Robert A. Corrigan (University of Iowa)
“Popular Music” Edward L. Donovan (Sacred Heart College)
“Popular Fiction” Mary McMurray (University of Iowa)
“Popular Radio Programs” Dale Ross (Iowa State University)
“Popular Films” Kay Mussell (University of Iowa)

8:45

“WE THE PEOPLE”—POPULAR DRAMA OF TODAY Auditorium
Performing Troupe of the College of Lake County, Illinois
Saturday, April 10

9:00

SEXUALITY IN POPULAR CULTURE Auditorium
Chairman: Charles McCaghy (Bowling Green University)
“Fanny Hill and Masters and Johnson: Guides to Good Sex”
    Tom Kakonis and Ralph Desmarais (Wis. SU)
“‘The Sociology of Stripping’ James K. Skipper (Western Ontario U.)
    and Charles McCaghy (Bowling Green University)
“The Etymology of ‘Go-Go Girl’ ” A. Owen Aldridge (U. of Illinois)

SOCIAL & POLITICAL IMAGES IN AMERICAN MYSTERY FICTION Lincoln A
Chairman: Francis M. Nevins (attorney and editor/ critic)
Panelists: Philip Durham (UCLA)
    Robert E. Washer (editor and reviewer)
    Donald A. Yates (Michigan State University)
    Dan J. Marlowe (mystery writer)
    Allen J. Hubin (editor The Armchair Detective)

THE WESTERN Lincoln B
Chairman: John Cawelti (University of Chicago)
“Origins of the Western” Richard Etulain (Idaho State University)
“The Western Films of Anthony Mann” William Routt (Western Michigan State University)
“The Western Films of Richard Brooks” Charles Flynn (U. of Chicago)

PERFORMANCE: “TOWN HALL TONIGHT” — A Staged Anthology of Popular Culture. Room 106
Cooperative Extension Programs, University of Wisconsin

10:00

PROTEST MUSIC Auditorium
Chairman: Joe Glazer (United States Information Agency)
“The Impact of Woody Guthrie’s Life and Songs on the Popular Mind” Richard A. Reuss (Wayne State University)
“TeenAngel: Resistance, Rebellion, and Death in Popular Music” R. Serge Denisoff (Bowling Green University)
“The Decline of Protest in Contemporary Popular Music” Jerome L. Rodin (University of Texas at Arlington)
“So You Want to be a Rock and Roll Star” James Coffman (Bowling Green University)

ARCHIVING POPULAR CULTURE Lincoln B
Chairman: Bill Schurk (Bowling Green University)
“Starting From Scratch: A Practical Approach to Collecting Undergraduate Materials for University Libraries” Dick Beards (Temple University)
“A User’s Guide to Data Processing: A Summary of What Is Available and Where to Find It” Keith Swigger (University of Iowa)

BLACK POPULAR CULTURE Room 106
Chairman: Marshall Fishwick (Lincoln University)
“Rural Healing Practices in the West Georgia Area” Carole E. Hill (West Georgia College)
“Responsibilities of Black Studies for the Treatment of Black Popular Culture” Robert Perry (Bowling Green University)
“Sambo: The Racial Stereotype in American Culture” Joseph Boskin (Boston University)

Mysticism, Occultism and the Spiritual Quest Rm. 101
Chairman: Douglas Daye (Bowling Green University)
“Psi: Past, Present, Future” David Techter (Book Review Ed. of Fate)
“Modern Occultism: A Thematic Analysis” Robert Galbreath (Bowling Green University)
“Witchcraft” John J. Fritschler (Western Michigan State University)

The Problems of Teaching Indian and Chicano Popular Culture Room 106
Chairman: Joseph Arpad (UCLA)
Panelists: Richard Gonzales (University of South Dakota)
Kenneth Lincoln (UCLA)
Roger Buffalohead (University of Minnesota)
Richard Vasquez (LA Times)

11:00

Rationale for American Vernacular Architecture Room 106
Chairman: David Neuman (Bowling Green University)
Panelists: Denise Scott Brown (Yale; Venturi and Rauch Architects)
Kingsbury Marzolf (University of Michigan)
Harold Muschenheim (University of Michigan)
Aida Tomeh (Bowling Green University)
Thomas T. K. Zung (AIA; Architects Inc.)

Journalism Lincoln B
Chairman: Annette Johnson (Bowling Green University)
“Out of the Vinyl Deep: Tom Wolfe and Popular Culture”
Ronald Weber (University of Notre Dame)
“The Contemporary Appeal of Two Types of Women’s Romantic Fiction: The Women’s ‘Gothic’ Novel and the Historical Novel of Manners” Helen Blakely (John A. Logan College)

The Social Significance of Soap Opera Room 101
Chairman: Anthony Linick (Michigan State University)
“Who Watches Television Soap Opera?” Natan I. Katzman (M.S.U.)
"The Irreality of Soap Opera Reality" Dorothy Linick (East Lansing, Michigan)
"The Image of Women in TV Soap Opera" Beth Cafagna (M.S.U.)
"Soap Opera and the Search for Intimacy" Frederick I. Kaplan (M.S.U.)
"Morality and Sponsors: A Soap Opera Writer's Perspective" Deborah Hardy (University of Wyoming)

1:00

NORMAN MAILER'S "MAIDSTONE" Auditorium

NOTE *** NOTE *** NOTE

There will be a number of informally scheduled film programs throughout the Popular Culture Association meeting. Among the films to be shown are Madam Satan, Zoo In Budapest, Three, and Man of The West.

Because you've wanted comprehensive Black Culture source material...

You need the Atlanta University and Slaughter Collections

Recognizing this need and continuing our commitment to the pursuit and preservation of knowledge, The Micropublishers now make available the entire Atlanta University Collection on microfilm, including the highly regarded Slaughter Collection. Included are more than 6,000 books, pamphlets, and a wide range of other media dealing with all aspects of Black history and the Black experience.

This collection is available in its entirety or divided into three basic sections: Africa, Today and Yesterday, The Black Experience in South America and the West Indies, The Black Experience in America since the 1600's. In addition, areas of special interest from within the collection are available separately such as African Laws and Customs, American Negro Women, The Negro and Literature, and many other subjects.

Reproductions of Atlanta University's card catalog to this collection are available in hard copy.

We'll be happy to send you details of this significant program without obligation.

The Micropublishers
MICRO PHOTO DIVISION
Old Mansfield Rd., Wooster, Ohio 44691

BELLE AND HOWELL

COUNTRY MUSIC, U.S.A.: A FIFTY-YEAR HISTORY
By Bill C. Malone
422 pages, 16 pp. of photos • $7.50

THE URBAN EXPERIENCE AND FOLK TRADITION
Américo Paredes and Ellen J. Stekert, Editors
c. 175 pages Forthcoming summer, 1971 • $6.50

BOONTLING: AN AMERICAN LINGO
By Charles C. Adams
A secret language spoken in Boonville, Calif.
325 pages, 8 pp. of photos, 1 map • $7.50

THE BLACK EXPERIENCE IN AMERICA:
SELECTED ESSAYS
James C. Curtis and Lewis L. Gould, Editors
210 pages • cloth $6.00 paper $1.95

"WITH HIS PISTOL IN HIS HAND": A BORDER BALLAD
AND ITS HERO
By Américo Paredes
276 pages • cloth $6.75 Now in paper $2.75

THE NEGRO AND HIS FOLKLORE IN
NINETEENTH-CENTURY PERIODICALS
Bruce Jackson, Editor
397 pages • $8.50

THE MEANING OF COMMERCIAL TELEVISION
Stanley T. Donner, Editor
171 pages • paper $2.50

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS • AUSTIN AND LONDON
Box 7819, Austin, Texas 78712
AUGUST MEIER
Negro Thought in America, 1880-1915
Racial Ideologies in the Age of Booker T. Washington
"...the definitive study in the field."
— St. Clair Drake, American Sociological Review
$7.95/paperbound $2.25

Three Turn-of-the-Century Works by the Important Black American
Author CHARLES W. CHESNUTT (1858-1932) —
The Marrow of Tradition [novel]
New Introduction by Robert M. Farnsworth
$4.95/paperbound $2.25

The Conjure Woman [folktales]
New Introduction by Robert M. Farnsworth
$4.95/paperbound $2.25

The Wife of His Youth and Other Stories [short stories]
New Introduction by Earl Schenck Miers
$4.95/paperbound $2.25

M. R. DELANY and ROBERT CAMPBELL
Search for a place
Black Separation and Africa, 1860
Introduction by Howard H. Bell
Engrossing accounts of a journey to West Africa, by two pre-Civil War
proponents of black separatism.
"[Delany is] the founding father of black nationalism in America. . . ."
— Theodore Draper, New York Review of Books
$4.95

JAMES THEODORE HOLLY and J. DENNIS HARRIS
Black Separatism and the Caribbean, 1860
Edited, with an Introduction, by Howard H. Bell
Two accounts of Caribbean life, initially published on the eve of the Civil War,
which offer first-hand insights into the temper of the early American black separatist movement.
$6.95

ROBIN HALLETT
Africa to 1875
A Modern History
"Particularly noteworthy is Robin Hallett's general history of the continent. . . . [The author] aptly displays his knowledge and experience in
a work that combines a broad overview with detailed accounts of specific
places and periods." — Lorna Hahn, Saturday Review
$8.95
Ray Browne writes about popular culture

Themes and Directions in American Literature
ESSAYS IN HONOR OF LEON HOWARD
Edited by Ray Browne and Donald Pizer
Two generations of scholars bring together their widely divergent views of trends in American Literature from colonial days through modern times.
254 pp., clothbound, $6.50

Frontiers of American Culture
Edited by Ray Browne, Richard H. Crowder, Virgil L. Lokke, William T. Stafford
Twelve essays presented at the second Purdue Conference on American Culture investigate unexamined aspects of popular culture through a wide spectrum of moods and approaches.
224 pp., clothbound, $6.50

New Voices in American Studies
Edited by Ray Browne, Donald M. Winkelman, Allen Hayman
Fourteen essays from Purdue's first Conference on American Culture bridge the gap between the disciplines of literature, history, popular culture, and folklore.
116 pp., clothbound, $4.75

...and coming this summer:

Melville's Drive to Humanism
by Ray Browne
Browne traces the development of humanism through all of Melville's writings and reveals his use of popular culture motifs such as the theater, minstrelsy, frontier humor and tall tales, folklore, folk songs, and contemporary music.
304 pp., clothbound, $7.50 (est.)

PURDUE UNIVERSITY STUDIES
SOUTH CAMPUS COURTS – D
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA 47907
Ray Browne
101 University Hall
Bowling Green University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403

Please send me the items checked below:

Bill me ( )

Payment enclosed ( )

Challenges in American Culture
( )

Browne, Ray B. and Ronald Ambroseotti.
Popular Culture and Curricula
( )

Cawelti, John
The Six-Gun Mystique
( )

Clareson, Thomas
SCIENCE FICTION: The Other Side of Realism
( )

Donaldson, Norman
In Search of Dr. Thorndyke
( )

Glassie, Henry, Edward D. Ives and John F. Szwed.
Folksongs and Their Makers
( )

Fishwick, Marshall and Ray B. Browne.
Icons of Popular Culture
( )

Fishwick, Marshall
Remus, Rastus, and Revolution
( )

Gordon, Michael
Juvenile Delinquency in the American Novel
( )

Nevins, Francis, Jr.
The Mystery Writer's Art
( )

Nye, Russel, B., Ray B. Browne, Michael T. Marsden.
Crises on Campus
( )

Owens, B. D., and Ray B. Browne.
TEACH-IN: Viability of Change
( )

Rampersad, Arnold
Melville's Israel Potter: A Pilgrimage and Progress
( )

Rowlette, Robert
Twain's Pudd'n Wilson, The development and design
( )

Name ________________________________
Address ___________________________________
City ___________________________ State ______ Zip _______
NEW BOOKS FROM
Bowling Green University Popular Press

Cawelti, John G., *The Six-Gun Mystique*
In-Depth study of the popular formula narrative and drama.
Paperback $2.50  Clothbound $5.00  138 pp.

Nevins, Francis M., *The Mystery Writer's Art*
"Expertly edited," "stimulation, a broadening of conventional horizons, elucidation and scholarly criticism."—New York *Times* Book Review
Paperback $3.50  Clothbound $8.95  370 pp.

Donaldson, Norman, *In Search of Dr. Thorndyke*
"A brilliant achievement that leaves precious little for future commentators. Mr. Donaldson's style is fresh and lucid, his control of chronology exemplary, his approach affectionate but still objective, his judgments incisive and soundly reasoned, his attention to detail remarkable."—New York *Times* Book Review
Paperback $3.00  Clothbound $7.95  300 pp.

Fishwick, Marshall, *Remus, Rastus, Revolution*
Fascinating in-depth study of stereotypes of Blacks and their rebellion.
Paperback $2.50  Clothbound $5.00  c.175 pp.

Rowlette, Robert, *Mark Twain's Pudd'nhead Wilson*
"This is a significant reading which all students of Mark Twain should consider."—Howard Baetzhold
Paperback $2.50  Clothbound $5.00  150 pp.

Nye, Russel, Ray Browne and Michael Marsden, *Crises on Campus*
Essays on campus turmoil, Black rebellion and suggestions for improvement, read at the 1969 Toledo National meeting of ASA and Popular Culture Association.
Paperback $3.00  Clothbound $8.00  c.200 pp.

Clareson, Thomas D., *The Other Side of Realism*
"A breakthrough anthology of sf criticism.... The anthology ranges widely and the selections have been carefully chosen to represent the foremost work in the field.... It is the only book of its kind, long-needed, an immediate landmark."—Dick Allen, ed. of *Science Fiction: The Future* and author of *Anon and Various Time Machine Poems*
Paperback $3.50  Clothbound $8.95  358 pp.

Gordon, Michael, *Juvenile Delinquency in the American Novel, 1905-1965*
A far-reaching study in the sociology of literature.
Paperback $3.00  Clothbound $5.00  c.140 pp.

Owens, B. D., and Ray Browne, *Teach-In: Viability of Change*
Essays describing how Bowling Green University remained open in the upheaval of 1970 when all other Ohio public universities closed.
Paperback $5.00  183 pp.

Send orders to Ray Browne, 101 University Hall, Bowling Green University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403.